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The dictatorship of Francisco Franco began in 1936 with the military coup d’état against the leftist government of the II Republic. The consequent Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) divided towns and families, provoking a deep social trauma in a country intimidated and later subjected to years of silence following the conflict. However, despite the numerous Spanish films that since then have dealt either directly or indirectly with the different problems deriving from the Civil War, its harsh 20-year postwar period, as well as the regime’s final moments (which would continue until 1975), it is remarkable that the first animated film to approach this period, and specifically Francoist repression immediately following the war, was not realized in Spain but in Portugal: Os salteadores, by Abi Feijó (1993), a 14-minute dramatic short film based on the short story with the same title in the book Os Grão-Capitaes by Jorge de Sena (1971).
More than twenty years separate Os Salteadores from Zepo, the first Spanish animated short film to portray this sinister period, which uses a similar story line as well: the resistance and fall of the guerrillas. The time difference in the making of Zepo, not only with respect to the Portuguese film but also to the very beginning of democracy in Spain — nearly four decades later —, would appear to indicate that in Spain there has been a tendency to regard animation as an art form for children and consequently as inappropriate to the representation of this historical period.
Unlike Abi Feijó’s starting point, César Díaz Meléndez’s inspiration for Zepo did not originate in a written text, such as a historical chronicle or short story, nor did it come from the already established film tradition on Francoism. Instead it was inspired by a simple image from another period: a watercolor by Ricardo Baroja, dated in 1901, where a pair of Civil Guards appear walking in a snowy landscape together with a couple of peasants. As he himself states in the interview included in this issue, this image, along with a stroll through a snow-covered forest in Soria, awoke his imagination.
Despite the directness of its message and its brevity — a run time of only three minutes  — Zepo’s poetics resembles that of some of the Spanish films that denounced the Civil War and Francoism during the very years of Francoism itself, along with a certain dose of symbolism that made it possible for them to elude censorship. In this sense, it is possible to detect a certain dialogue between Zepo and two of those films: La caza (The Hunt), by Carlos Saura (1966) and El espírtu de la colmena (The Spirit of the Beehive), by Víctor Erice (1973) — not coincidentally, both films were produced by Elías Querejeta.
La caza benefitted from a change in legislation that eased censorship in Spain with the passing of the Law of Press and Printing (Ley de Prensa e Imprenta) in March of 1966, whose main points were the freedom of expression and freedom of business — although it consisted mainly in a change of attitude rather than mentality, given that the leadership continued to be the same. La caza was, moreover, well-received abroad, as were movements like the French Nouvelle Vague or the British Free Cinema, even influencing directors like Sam Peckinpah with its resemblance to Westerns. La caza is a stylized, minimalist film, almost like a play, where four men hunt rabbits in a game reserve, which had been an old battlefield. The three eldest men, ex-soldiers from the Nationalist side, reflect on the hunt in the following way: “For the good hunter, rabbit hunting has no interest. An inoffensive creature and the only thing it tries to do is hide.” Soon another of the men explains: “The more defenses the enemy has, the more beautiful the hunt is. The fight is power against power,” to which the first responds, “for this reason someone once said that the best hunting is to hunt man.” Through this script — practically a speech the actors give while looking directly at the camera —, Carlos Saura makes it clear that La caza is not only a film about violence, but also that its latent theme is the Civil War.
The game reserve, hot and suffocating, appears as the opposite of Zepo’s snowy landscape, although it is indeed yet another dessert of death: a rocky landscape, white with blinding light, full of treacherous hunting traps and holes in its hills, where there still remains, unburied, a casualty from the Civil War — obviously from the defeated side, thus perpetuating the victor’s rancor. La caza is, therefore, a pretext to talk about the abuse of power — with big game hunting as a metaphor for the killing of the Republican army; but also for small game hunting, the persecution of the defeated, like the case of the maquisard of Zepo: deceased in life just as worthy of pity as the doomed rabbits that propulate the hunting land in Saura’s film.
In this sense, it is important to point out that repression of the other was not a random characteristic of the Francoist regime, rather the very basis of its social project. For this reason, it was not only the ex-combatants, but also intellectuals and sympathizers with the left who were retaliated against by the regime: excluded from public life, confined to their houses, like the maquisards in the mountains, the defeated transformed into shadows, into spirits. The end of Francoism was not a more advantageous period to denounce this reality, given that between 1969 and 1973, the then-Minister of Information and Tourism, the ultra-right wing Alfredo Sánchez Bella, led an unsparing persecution of New Spanish Cinema (Nuevo Cine Español). It is in this breeding ground that Víctor Erice prepares El espíritu de la colmena, with deliberately ambiguous language that resembles that of a fable, beginning with a providential “Once upon a time, in a place along the Castilian plain around 1940…”. A travelling cinema arrives at a small and cold town, probably Segovia or Salamanca, allowing two girls to discover one of the legends of the horror genre: Frankenstein, by James Whale (1931). Ana, the smaller of the two, is profoundly affected by the American film’s representation of death — both by the scene where the girl is thrown into the water by the monster as well as by his persecution. Her sister Isabel, a jokester, explains to her that if she uses a magic incantation, the monster appears like a ghost. Paradoxically, when Ana visits an abandoned barn alone to try and invoke the spirit, something does appear, none other than a runaway maquisard, whom we had seen jump from a train transporting soldiers. 
The confrontation of infantile innocence with a dissenting guerrilla — his leg wounded from jumping from the train —, whom she decides to protect, bringing him food and clothes, is not the only parallel that can be seen with Zepo. Once the maquisard is found and wounded by the authorities, Ana finds his trail of blood. In Zepo, a trail is left by someone still alive; here, in the Erice film, by death, and Ana flees into the empty plain, getting lost in the night. After this encounter, Ana dies metaphorically: the girl is transformed into a spirit, into an absent soul, disconnected from her own parents’ reality. The idea of using the innocence of a girl who gets lost in the landscape alone as a medium for civil society’s own gaze would also be adopted in Zepo, where the protagonist becomes, with a greater severity, collateral damage. 
In conclusion, Zepo responds to a created collective imagination, condensing the iconography of an earlier genre that is consolidated in a democratic period — of which La lengua de las mariposas (José Luis Cuerda, 1999) or Pa negre (Agustí Villaronga, 2010) could be representative, both starring children. Nevertheless, the simplification of the staging and the visual beauty of its images do not prepare us for its devastating ending, to which we arrive indirectly and unexpectedly, as in the proposed examples where the use of metaphor codifies the latent reality — alive still during Francoism, trembling under the ice of censorship. With its short duration and impressive development, the serious lightness of Zepo is a unique work in Spanish cinema on Francoism, more related to the subtlety of a cinema of social criticism, filtered through a symbolic language, than to more ideologically explicit films.

Translation by Anthony Nuckols.
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